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Abstract

Patient and user choice are at the forefront of the debate on the
future direction of health and public services provision in many
industrialized countries in Europe and elsewhere. It is used both, as
a means to achieve desired policy goals in public health care systems
such as greater efficiency and improved quality of care, and as a
good with its own intrinsic value. However, the evidence suggests
that its impact on efficiency and quality is at best a very limited
while it might have negative consequences on equity because the
pre-existing inequalities of income and education could influence
patients’ access to information and, consequently, choices. The paper
attempts to introduce multidisciplinary frameworks to account
for the social and cultural factors guiding patients’ choices and to
explain the rationale, processes and outcomes of decision making
in health care.
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Introduction
Patient and user choice are at the forefront of the debate on the
future direction of health and public services provision in many
industrialized countries in Europe and elsewhere (1). Choice
over who, when and what services will be provided to patients
by competing hospitals is a prominent aim of health reforms in
many other countries (2). Individual patient choice is now seen
both as a means to achieve desired policy goals in public health
care systems such as greater efficiency and improved quality of
care, and as a good with its own intrinsic value (3).
This is particularly, true for tax-financed health care systems
such that of the UK (4), Scandinavia (5) or New Zealand (6)
where there was historically little individual choice. In such
instances, primary care physicians acted as gatekeepers in the
system, making the bulk of health care related decisions on
behalf of their patients. However, choice can be used to achieve
various policy goals. For instance, in social health insurance
systems where patients have greater opportunity to select where
to receive their treatments, choice reforms are less pronounced.
For instance, in Germany and the Netherlands, market reforms
were introduced to induce price competition between hospitals

and/or insurers (7,8) who could be freely chosen by patients.
The rapidly rising cost of health care has forced policy makers
to curtail individual patient choice in the marketised health care
system of the USA (9) too. Under the managed care reforms,
choice of provider and available forms of treatment is usually
restricted by the insurer and is largely determined by the users’
ability to pay.
Why choice and why now?
Although the causes of reliance on the market means in
health policy making are multiple, consumerist choice is also
an ideological proposition that is firmly rooted in neo-classic
economics. It is central to market liberalism, given its focus
on property rights, individual freedom, competition and the
emphasis on self-interest as the driver of human behaviour. After
the demise of alternative economic models in the 1990s this has
become a dominant doctrine for public policy governance in the
Western world and beyond. The rationale driving these changes
is simple: The provision of relevant and usable information for
patients enabling them to exercise their right of exit will, it is
presumed, create empowered consumers of health services
prompting health providers to both disclose information on
their performance and improve it or close down.
In addition to choice being used as an instrument for
achieving desirable policy goals of efficiency, better quality,
responsiveness to users’ needs or even equity (10), the
emphasis now is on the value it represents for them. The
idea of patients as choosers shaping service provision
is enmeshed with the long standing users’ demands for
autonomy and greater control over health care resources (11).
Various theories of post-modernity have been often unproblematically called upon to argue that their desire for more
information and more equal relation with health care professionals
implies a demand for consumerist choice (12). Introducing choice
in publicly funded and provided health care systems is thus
seen as a response to the demands of the middle class (13).
Yet think-tanks and various academic networks often supported
by corporations have played an essential role in promoting this
discourse in order to enable the outsourcing of public institutions
to the private market in the USA (14) and the UK (15).
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Does patient choice improve efficiency and quality of health
care?
However, the market in health care has until now not worked
in ways that economic models predicted and policy makers
expected. The research suggests that the impact of a ‘choice’ policy
in health care is unpredictable. Choice examined in the context
of pro-market reforms in the UK and in other comparable health
systems in the 1990s indicates at best a very limited impact
of such policies in terms of efficiency and quality (16), while
there were indications of its negative impact on equity since
some patients received preferential access and treatment (17).
A review of users’ uptake of choice in England and elsewhere
found only moderate interest in the choices offered (18). The
availability of good quality health services provided locally and
retaining the public and universal aspects of the health system
is much higher on patients’ agendas (19). Further, patients
appear to be more interested in choosing treatments rather than
providers which is determined by a variety of factors in complex
relation to each other and not by a simple notion of preference,
indicating the context specific nature of choices in health. These
included the patient’s beliefs, cultural values, and expectations,
personal characteristics such as gender, age, education and the
severity of medical condition (20). The application of rational
choice theory to understanding agency in health care is flawed
because it ignores the effect of the vulnerability that comes with
ill health and does not consider in any depth the imperfections
of the human mind in processing information (21). Nor does
it account for how the pre-existing inequalities of income and
education could impact on patients’ access to information and
therefore choices.
Thus; the use of market-type choice to promote competition in
health insurance and health care delivery, to increase efficiency,
and improve quality through more incentives for better
coordination of care, poses serious limitations. Although it is
possible to treat people who seek professional help as customers,
this undermines ways of thinking and acting crucial to health
care: good care is not a matter of making well-argued individual
choices but is something that grows out of collaborative and
continuing attempts to attune knowledge and technologies to
diseased bodies and complex lives (22).
Is patient choice a future of health systems?
A direct replication of theoretical frames and methodologies
from economics and business literature is not sufficient or
adequate for understanding how users make choices in public
services. Nor are theoretical ideal-type constructs of the
rational actor and socially dis-embedded individual currently
dominating policy debates of use as a sound base for policy
making. This economic tunnel vision in policy making needs
to be broken since this is only one and not the most suited way
governing health care service provision. Theories from outside
economics offering sociologically, culturally and ethically
embedded notion of agency and human action need to be drawn
on to explain the rationale, processes and outcomes of decision
making in health care.
The business language used to describe health care as a market
transaction misses the fact that health care is unlike other
commodities: having had choice, few would have opted to
consume health care for the sake of it. Placing such an expectation
on the users of services in time of ill health implicitly connects
their choices with responsibilities. This might not only lead
to socially undesirable outcomes with individual preferences

superseding the notion of the public good and the logic of care
but also raises serious moral dilemmas that may be against our
societal values.
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